Monday, August 13, 2018

Neighborhood Gem - Jake’s Noe Valley Market

7:00 to 9:00 pm

already left Ramallah and were
awaiting him when he arrived.
They first lived in an apartment
at Noe Street and Henry Street,
above what is now Amasia Sushi,
but was then an ice-cream parlor.

PUBLIC MEETING
CPMC Davies Campus, Gazebo Room
(outside, ground-level entrance in plaza
between North and South towers)

MEETING AGENDA:
•

Meet your neighbors (7:00 - 7:30)

•

Neighborhood Emergency Response Team (NERT) coordinator
Brian Schillinger will give a brief introduction about NERT.

•

A representative from Fire Station #6
on Sanchez Street will discuss ways
to prevent potential fires in your
home, the station house, and the
SFFD overall.

•

Come meet your new Supervisor
Rafael Mandelman! Supervisor Mandelman will discuss his legislative
goals.

DATES TO REMEMBER:
Tuesday, August 7, 5-7:30 pm
National Night Out. Photo Center and Upper Lawn.
Saturday, August 11 10 am - noon
Friends of Duboce Park Volunteer Day. Contact Rose
at rose@friendsofdubocepark.org or 415-255-8370.
Tuesday, August 14, 7-8 pm
Park Station Community Meeting at Park Station
Community Room. 415-242-3000.
Thursday, August 23
Outdoor Movie Night – Best in Show. Duboce Park
Upper Lawn. Sponsored by the Parks Alliance.
Saturday, September 8, 9 am-2 pm
Friends of Duboce Park 21st Annual Tag Sale.
Contact Rose at rose@friendsofdubocepark.org or
415-255-8370.
Saturday, September 8, 9 am-noon
SF Giant Sweep, Citywide Cleanup. Participate by
picking up litter and sweeping the sidewalk outside
your home or business.
Tuesday, September 11, 7-8 pm
Park Station Community Meeting at Park Station
Community Room. 415-242-3000.

The Noe Valley Market has been anchoring
the neighborhood for over 50 years.
Some neighborhood businesses are an
anchor, so much part of the fabric of
the community, that it seems like they
must have always been there. Noe Valley Market at the corner of 15th Street
and Noe Street has not actually been
around forever, but it comes close. Jake
Shatara has owned the market since
1974, but the market was already called
Noe Valley Market when he moved to
the neighborhood in 1968. Jake’s family
and other Palestinian Christians were
able to come to America as the result
of the 1965 Immigration Reform Act,
which allowed for family reunification
– Jake’s uncle and two of his sisters had

Jake’s father, Jalil Shatara, owned
J & L Liquors at Noe Street and
Henry Street (now a LabCorp
medical testing center), and Jake’s
first jobs were working there and
at Church Street Groceteria,
still operating at 15th Street and
Church Street. Jake’s longtime
employee and the second anchor
of Jake’s market, Leslie (Les)
Justice, worked at J & L too. Les
moved to the Duboce Triangle in
1971 when he was eleven years old,
and has lived here ever since. He
first lived on the East side of Noe
Street in the middle of the block,
and now lives above the store.

Both Jake and Les remember the
neighborhood being much more ethnically mixed when they moved here
than it is now. Les, who is Filipino and
Welsh, said his friend group growing
up represented the neighborhood, including black, Latino, Asian and ethnic white (Irish and Scandinavian and
Arab) kids.
Jake’s original name is Yacoub Shatara.
There were a lot of Yacoub Shataras in
his family, because all of his many uncles named their oldest son after their
grandfather. When Jake was taking a
Continues on page 7
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Message from Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
But as much as San Franciscans
love our City, I also heard from
a lot of residents who were fast
losing patience with the daily
challenges of living here. From
the increasing population of
mentally ill and drug-addicted folks on our streets, to the
crushing shortage of affordable housing, to the emptying
out of some of our most important commercial corridors,
Rafael Mandelman
San Francisco District 8 Su- to our increasingly congested
streets, the challenges facing
pervisor
our neighborhoods are clear.
I write to you from City Hall,
one week since my swearing-in
as your District 8 Supervisor.
My aides, Tom Temprano, Kyle
Smeallie and Erin Mundy, and
I are settling into our offices
and learning our way around
the building. I am assured I
will be getting my own email
address any day now!

Even worse, too many people
have lost faith in the ability of
City Hall to respond effectively
to these challenges.
Of course, the challenges noted above are all too present in
Duboce Triangle. The Church
Street commercial corridor,
and in fact the Upper Market
area more widely, are plainly
suffering a retail vacancy crisis. Our office has already been
inundated by complaints from
neighbors and merchants regarding the impact of street
people on the neighborhood. In
one case, an intruder had actually erected a tent on the roof
of a condo building, and we are
hearing far too many reports
of physical assaults, vandalism
and theft in the area.

Knocking on doors and talking to constituents over the last
year on the campaign trail, I
was consistently impressed by
how much our residents care
about their neighborhoods
and their City. So many of our
neighbors devote countless volunteer hours to sustaining organizations like DTNA. I look
forward to doing my part to
support the work of these volunteers and our many amazing
community-based groups.
I take seriously the task of ad-

tional tool to accomplish that
result. But, whether or not SB
1045 passes, there is plenty of
work to be done to ensure that
we have the emergency psychiBack in January, my campaign atric beds and long-term care
organized a community meet- facilities for San Franciscans
ing, co-hosted with DTNA and who need them.
the Castro Merchants regarding the vacancies in Church Making sure people are safe
Street properties owned by in their neighborhoods is a top
Veritas Investments. At that priority for my office. Board
meeting, the property owner President Malia Cohen has apmade various commitments pointed me to Chair the Public
regarding filling their vacant Safety and Neighborhood Serstorefronts and communicat- vices Committee, and I have
ing with the neighborhood. As been meeting with Police DeSupervisor, I will work to hold partment leadership to learn
Veritas to their commitments, more about the work they are
and will be reaching out to oth- doing and to underscore the urer property owners to encour- gency of addressing the public
age them to fill vacant spaces. safety issues on the ground in
We will also be looking at po- Duboce Triangle and throughtential reforms to City plan- out District 8.
ning and permitting processes
to allow tenants to open their I am optimistic about San
Francisco’s future, but right
businesses more quickly.
now local government’s task is
In June, Mayor London Breed to restore San Franciscans' beand I travelled to Sacramento lief that City Hall can deliver,
to testify in favor of Senator that our City's growth and
Scott Wiener’s conservator- prosperity can benefit everyday
ship legislation, SB 1045. The people, that our government
Mayor and I share a strong can be as innovative, compascommitment to getting sick sionate, and effective as our
people, especially the mentally residents. It won't be easy, but
ill and those suffering from few things worth doing are. I
severe drug addiction, off the am excited to get to work.
streets. Senator Wiener’s legislation will provide our local
public health officials an addi-
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Battle of the Big Neighbors
As the organization representing the venues for our use when needed, with one
neighborhood, DTNA has interacted ex- general meeting drawing over 200 attendees and some television cameras.
tensively with both entities.

dressing each of these problems,
and am committed to being the
dedicated, responsive supervisor this district deserves.

Kimyn Braithwaite
DTNA President
Duboce Triangle is primarily a residential
neighborhood. There is the smattering of
small, neighborhood businesses scattered
around, and there is also the retail corridor along Market Street on our Southern edge. But our neighborhood is heavily dominated by two large institutions:
the Davies campus of California Pacific
Medical Center (CPMC) on our Western
edge and Safeway on our Eastern edge.
Both, by San Francisco standards, occupy
large tracts of land, with Safeway effectively acting as an unofficial gateway to
our neighborhood from downtown.

For the last few years, CPMC and DTNA
have engaged in substantive dialogue
around our vision to more effectively integrate their campus into the neighborhood.
Projects that have been completed are the
pedestrian-scale lighting along 14th Street
and the fence removal and landscaping
improvements at the corners of Noe Street
and Duboce Avenue, Noe Street and 14th
Street, as well as along Duboce Avenue
between Noe Street and Scott Street.
Another exciting development is the potential introduction of street trees along
Noe Street between Duboce Avenue and
14th Street. Many years ago, a landscaping plan was established between CPMC
and the community for this particular section of Noe Street, but the plan lost importance. Luckily, it has been resurrected
and DTNA is looking forward to working with CPMC to add some additional
greenery to our neighborhood.
CPMC generously hosts our monthly
board and general meetings in their Gazebo room, which has a lovely view of the
City below. They have also opened larger

DTNA thanks Mary Lanier, Site Administrator for CPMC Davies Campus,
who has engaged in robust dialogue with
DTNA and has been energetic and proactive about following through on proposals
for improvement. She has been a pleasure
to work with.
Unfortunately, DTNA's experience communicating with Safeway has not produced as many neighborhood benefits.
While DTNA has been successful at convincing the local management to improve
lighting and security around their perimeter, some of the more large-scale requests
are being ignored. For example, just prior
to Safeway Corporation's acquisition by
Cerberus Capital in 2014, our local store
had closed the recycling center at Duboce
Avenue and Market Street. DTNA immediately met with the new management
and proposed some ideas for the site, like
a park, cafe, or beer garden. Although the
representatives seemed receptive to the
suggestions, no further progress or discussion has happened, even though DTNA
has continued to reach out.
A long-term vision of DTNA's for the
Safeway property is to see the site redeveloped for housing over retail, with underground parking (similar to Falletti Foods
on Oak Street and Broderick Street, or
like the Safeway across from the Caltrain
Station). In addition to housing units, the
Safeway building across from the Caltrain
Station has medical and dental offices on
above-ground floors; a style of construction we would welcome in our neighborhood. This type of redevelopment would
not only activate the streetscape, but
would provide more residential and business units.
Although
communication
between
DTNA and Cerebrus and Safeway has
been limited over the last few years, we
Continues on page 6
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Flore Proposes Retail Cannabis at 258 Noe
At DTNA’s June Land Use
Committee meeting, presenters
from Flore (formerly Café Flore)
revealed their plans for “Flore
Store”, a cannabis retail store
they are proposing for 258 Noe
Street, across Noe Street from
their restaurant, and currently
home to Gloss ‘n Glam salon.
Café Flore was purchased in
2017 by a consortium led by
Flore equity partner Terrance
Alan, but long-time owner J.D.
Petras continues to own the
actual property, as well as the
258-260 Noe Street building
across the street where the new
cannabis store is proposed.
The proposed store would
sell cannabis and products
containing
cannabis,
like
cooking oils and salad dressings.
Consumption would not be
permitted on-site, and the
design of the store would look
“like Tiffany’s” according to
its sponsors. Originally, the
proposal included conversion
of the large apartment above
the retail space into a singleunit hotel, but that aspect of
the project was removed after
concerns were expressed by
members of the community.
The project would require
Conditional Use authorization,
which requires approval by the
city’s Planning Commission.
The proposed location is
immediately adjacent to the
Noe-Beaver
Community
Garden, which is a public park.
The building itself appears
dilapidated, and the project
sponsors promise to correct its
violations and improve it if their
project is approved. However,
DTNA has been informed by
the Planning Department that
the building’s violations must be
corrected regardless of project

approval. Some neighbors
who attended the meeting
expressed indignation that the
property owner knowingly
allowed the building to
deteriorate and is now offering
to improve it only in exchange
for new entitlements from
the City. Other neighbors
expressed concerns about
the proximity of a cannabis
store to a public park and to
the residential neighborhood.
The Flore Store folks promise
24/7 security, which in their
view will reduce or eliminate
existing problems in the
vicinity of the Noe-Beaver
park.
During the presentation,
Flore Store’s proponents said
that the existing hair and nail
salon at 258 Noe Street would
be relocated nearby. However,
DTNA spoke with the salon
owner, who was not aware of
any plans to relocate them,
and who was upset to learn
that they might be forced
out. A number of neighbors
expressed concerns about
forcing out an existing business
while there is so much empty
retail space available in the
neighborhood. Flore owners
responded that they are set on
using 258 Noe Street because
of its proximity to the Flore
restaurant, and because it is
a building they already lease
from former restaurant owner
Petras. Flore’s commercial
kitchen is at the rear of the
258 Noe Street building, and
would remain there under the
cannabis store proposal.
Originally
scheduled
to
be heard by the Planning
Commission in July, the
project was pulled from the
Commission calendar after

it became clear that the City
Office of Cannabis would
not have begun issuing retail
cannabis permits by then.
As this issue of the Duboce
Triangle News goes to press,
the project has not been
assigned a new Commission
date; however, DTNA expects
the project to reach the
Commission in early fall.
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Duboce Park Hosts Community Events
project, but may do so once the
Conditions under which the
shop would operate are more
clear.

DTNA is also aware of a
second,
unrelated,
retail
cannabis store being discussed,
which would open closer to
Market Street and Castro
Street. DTNA has not heard
any details about that project,
DTNA hopes to work with but will report on them when
neighbors,
the
Planning we do.
Department, and the Flore
Store developers to craft DTNA members who are
comprehensive Conditions of interested in weighing in on
Use for the project, in order to the project may attend the
ensure that if it is approved the next meeting of the Land Use
store would operate in a way Committee. The Committee
that would not be detrimental meets the first Monday of every
to its nearby neighbors, or month, from 7-8:30 p.m. in the
the neighborhood as a whole. Chase Bank conference room
DTNA’s Land Use Committee at Sanchez and 15th Streets.
has not taken a position on the

National Night Out

are encouraged to bring their
dog and enter them in the
For the third year in a row, our show.
local San Francisco Police station, Park Station, is hosting It is a wonderful opportunity
National Night Out (NNO) to meet and interact with Park
for the Duboce Triangle and Station Captain Una Bailey,
the Park District in Duboce her command staff, and the
Park on Tuesday August 7 officers from Park Station who
from 5-8 p.m. The community are responsible for the Duboce
event takes place in the Har- Triangle and Duboce Park.
vey Milk Photo Center Exhi- They are responsive to our
bition Room and patio, on the neighborhood concerns and
upper lawn, and on the bas- there is now a dedicated foot
ketball court. It is a chance for patrol in the Triangle. They
the community to get to know want to know what your contheir local police department. cerns are.
The event is free and will have
food and entertainment. There
will be activities for children,
arts and crafts, martial art and
karate demonstrations, specialized police and fire department vehicles, community and
safety resource information tables, acrobatics, a bicycle demonstration, a balloon clown,
and a dance performance with
drums. For the first time, there
will be a dog show! Neighbors

includes maps and listings of
the various types of crimes. If
you have any questions or concerns, email Park Station at sfpdparkstation@sfgov.org.
Movie Night

Outdoor movie night returns
to Duboce Park on Thursday,
August 23 with Best in Show,
a 2000 mockumentary film
that offers a look into the highly competitive and cut-throat
world of dog shows through
the eyes of a group of ruthless
dog owners. The movie won 11
awards, including AFI Movie
Park Station’s Monthly Com- of the Year, and received 14
munity Meeting is the second other nominations in a variety
Tuesday of every month from of categories.
7-8 p.m. at the Park Station
Community Room, and the The movie is part of Sundown
next meeting is Tuesday Au- Cinema, a series of free movgust 14. For a weekly report ies that will be shown in San
on crime in the Park District, Francisco parks on Thursdays.
subscribe to Park Station’s The event is sponsored by San
weekly electronic newslet- Francisco Parks Alliance, Doter by signing up at http:// TheBay, and Alamo Draftsanfranciscopolice.org/park- house, and is hosted by Friends
newsletters. The newsletter of Duboce Park. Expect food,

drinks, music, and neighborhood fun. Food trucks open at
6 p.m. and the film screening
will start after sunset.
Tag Sale
Start gathering your donations
for Friends of Duboce Parks’
21st Annual Tag Sale on Saturday, September 8, from 9
a.m.-2 p.m. Join the fun, socialize with your neighbors,
and find a bargain that you
just can’t resist. The proceeds
of last year’s tag sale paid for
lighting fixtures for the dark
alley on the west side of the
Center, between Carmelita
and Scott streets. In 2016, the
Tag Sale paid for a fresh coat
of paint for the equipment in
the playground, and replaced
two rusting slides in the playground. Donation collection
starts in the park on Tuesday,
September 4, the day after
Labor Day. Contact Rose at
rose@friendsofdubocepark.
org with any questions or to
volunteer.

§ Ranked within the Top 70 Agents of 4500+ Realtors in SF for 2017
§ Vanguard Top Producer (Top 21) 2011 -2017

We’re proud to help
improve the neighborhood.
Sutter Health’s Davies campus is improving
access to care in the Deboce Neighborhood:
• Two New ER Beds
• New Waiting Room
• Improved Triage Room and more...

§ Named “Five Star Professional”* Realtor by San Francisco Magazine Three Years in a Row
LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A HOME?
CALL DAN DODD TODAY FOR YOUR FREE MARKET ANALYSIS.

We are open during renovations.

Dan@DanDodd.com 415.577.9462
www.DanDodd.com Top 1% Realtor

For questions email:

BRE# 01407328

MassehV@sutterhealth.org
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One Medical to Open in Former Myriad Marketplace Space
DTNA has learned that One
Medical, a national provider of
primary care medical services
founded in San Francisco in
2007, will open its second Upper Market location later this
year at 2175 Market Street,
in the space which formerly
housed The Myriad food hall.
The Myriad closed its doors in
February 2018.
One Medical is a “concierge”
medical practice in which members pay an annual subscription fee in exchange for access
to their network of physicians,
physician assistants, nurse practitioners and other medical professionals. The practice offers a
full range of primary and pediatric care, and the subscription model allows them to offer
enhanced services not usually
available in traditional primary
care.
The opening comes at a time
when there is an acknowledged
shortage of primary care providers in the City and in our neighborhood. Many physicians are
not accepting new patients, and
One Medical’s new office will
be welcomed by those who have
been looking for, but not find-

ing, a primary care provider
in the neighborhood. While
One Medical currently has 58
other locations nationwide,
and 17 other locations in San
Francisco, it is not considered
“formula retail” in San Francisco, because medical services
are exempt from the city’s Formula Retail definition.

did not honor that agreement
and leased most of the (former)
Myriad space to One Medical. This will result in one retail
space (slightly smaller than the
Myriad occupied) for medical
offices, while the empty second
(corner) space will become even
larger, and, we fear, even harder
to lease. We hope it will not continue to languish, unoccupied,
DTNA was surprised by the and that a restaurant or other
announcement of One Medi- neighborhood-serving
tenant
cal’s arrival. When the proj- will be found in the near future.
ect at 2175 Market Street was
originally proposed, DTNA Because One Medical leased
fought for the large ground- (barely) less than 3,000 square
floor retail component to be feet for their new office, no Condivided into three spaces, ditional Use authorization or
each of which would be small public process was required, and
enough that we hoped they their application was automatiwould attract local shops or cally approved by the Planning
restaurants. During construc- Department. While medical
tion the project’s developer, office space is not an active use
Forest City, approached the that contributes to a healthy reneighborhood with the idea tail environment, DTNA recogof combining two of the retail nizes the need for quality, conspaces to create a “market hall” veniently-located medical care,
concept, which DTNA enthu- and is well aware of the very
siastically supported, with the limited availability of traditional
caveat that if the “market hall” medical office space. We welwas not successful, the spaces come One Medical and expect
would be divided back into the they will become a valued part
original three spaces.
of our community.
Unfortunately,

Forest

City

The business of medical care is
changing in our country, and
our neighborhood has been on
the front lines of such change.
Primary care providers are increasingly closing standalone
practices and choosing to work
with large (sometimes national) groups like One Medical. Urgent care chains like
“GoHealth” and “Direct Urgent Care” have opened in our
neighborhood to bridge the gap
between primary and emergency care. DTNA has expressed
concern to previous District 8
Supervisors Scott Wiener and
Jeff Sheehy about the amount
of retail space being converted
to medical office uses without
the opportunity for community
input. DTNA will continue to
discuss these concerns with incoming Supervisor Rafael Mandelman, in an effort to strike the
right balance between allowing
needed services to be provided
while ensuring that neighborhoods have a voice in protecting
the viability and prosperity of
their commercial corridors.

In and Around the Neighborhood
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Neighborhood Gem, continued
Continued from first page

Heald College class with his
cousin with the same name,
the professor decided to call
Jake Jake and the cousin Jacob, and it stuck. Jake also
attended James Lick Middle School and Mission
High. Les attended Dudley
Stone Elementary school in
the Haight neighborhood
(which later became De Avila School), Everett Middle
School, and McAteer High
School.
Jake started steadily working at the Noe Valley Market
when he was 21. In the past 43
years, he has taken only two
1-week vacations; one for his
honeymoon (Hawaii) and one
cruise (Jamaica and the Caribbean). Les has worked at J
& L and Rosenberg’s, as well
as Noe Valley Market, but he
has been at Jake’s for over 30
years. He has been living upstairs from the market since

Jake moved down the Peninsula in 1987. Jake married his
wife Ghada in 1984, and they
have 3 kids – Jalil (after his
dad, family tradition), Leila,
and Ramy. They all live in the
Bay Area, although the oldest
is out in Concord now.

tive spin; he sees lots of babies in the neighborhood and
hopes they’ll grow up here
and hopes maybe the Duboce
Triangle can again become a
family neighborhood like it
was when he arrived.

Most of us first came to know
Both Jake and Les feel a kind and love Jake’s for the fact
of familial affection for people that it has everything from
from the neighborhood,
especially the kids they
have seen grow up here.
Both have seen the
neighborhood change a
lot, both for good and
ill, and they see more
change coming in the
future. Les is worried
that it may become a
place only, as he put it,
for the “rich and richer”.
He has seen some of his
long-term customers,
people he has known for
a long time, move to the
far reaches of the East
Bay or even farther.
Jake has a more posi-

fresh fruits and vegetables, to
staples, sundries, and indulgences (ginger beer!) as well.
But in the end, it is the feeling of family that sticks with
you, and the adoptive family
of Jake and Les is the Triangle
as a whole. We love you guys.

Historic San Francisco Photograph

President's Message, continued
Continued from page 3

remain optimistic that we can
work together to transform the
old recycling center space into
something that will be pleasing
and beneficial to the neighborhood.
As a group of volunteers,
DTNA works hard to make
our neighborhood enjoyable
for all residents, visitors, business owners, and tourists. We

are just volunteers and only
have the man-power to do so
much. If anyone has any experience working with Safeway
or Cerebrus Capital and would
like to help us connect with the
those in charge that can make
something happen with the old
recycling center space, please
let us know. Or if you have any
ideas or suggestions about other
projects in the neighborhood,
we would love to hear from you.

Subway Construction at Market Street and Castro Street,
August 22, 1973

For advertisement rates please visit
dtna.org or call (415) 295-1530

The San Francisco Muni Metro system at Castro Street Station
under construction in 1973. Muni maintained full streetcar
service during construction by building ‘crossover’ like the one
seen in this image, allowing streetcars to go over the construction zone. Twin Peaks Tunnel is seen in the background.
Image courtesy of SFMTA Photo Archive, sfmta.com/photo.
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City Election Results and November’s Midterms – Vote!
In the last DTNA newsletter, which arrived on your doorstep a few days before
an election that both served as a primary
for November’s midterm elections and also
settled for good a number of other important local matters, we encouraged you to get
out to the polls and vote. Apparently, many
of you listened! San Francisco’s turnout in
the June primary was up substantially from
the previous primary, from 36% to 50%.

In June, those of us who voted picked a
new mayor (London Breed) and a new
District 8 City supervisor (Rafael Mandelman). We also made decisions on some
very important local issues. Regional
Proposition 3 passed, which will finance
the extension of BART through downtown San Jose and Santa Clara, Caltrain’s
expansion to the San Francisco Transbay Transit Center, and new Muni cars.
Proposition C passed, which will provide
money for child care subsidies for lowand middle-income families, and for wage
increases for child care workers. That vote
was very close, with 50.87% of the voters
voting in favor and 49.13% voting against.
Don’t let anyone tell you your vote doesn’t
count – every year in America issues are
decided and candidates are elected by a
one-vote margin. To win it’s 50% +1, and
you might be that one!

50% voter turn-out leaves San Francisco
with room for improvement. If only half of
registered voters are voting, that means that
half are not. And that is registered voters –
sadly many eligible voters in San Francisco,
especially young people, are not registered.
California makes it very easy to register
– go to the California Secretary of State’s
website at https://registertovote.ca.gov/ and
you can register in a few minutes. You will
need your social security or driver’s license
San Francisco voters also defeated Big Tonumber. Not registered, please do it now.
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Should Duboce Triangle Become a Historic Landmark?

bacco via Proposition E, knocking down attempts of deceptive advertising, and affirming the Board of Supervisors’ ban on the sale
of flavored tobacco products which are marketed to children. San Francisco also passed
Proposition G, a parcel tax for local schools,
which will boost salaries and benefits for
the city’s public-school teachers, add staff at
the neediest schools, and pay for classroom
computers and software.
Decisions that affect us all were decided by
the 50% of San Franciscans who voted in
June. The midterms have generated a great
deal of talk and energy, mostly regarding
whether the midterms will serve as a rebuke
to our current national political direction.
But talk is just talk, and energy needs to
come out in productive ways. Communicating with your networks on social media
might be cathartic, but it is not terribly productive. Talking to people who don’t already
agree with you is like protesting – it raises
awareness, so it can be productive. However, in a democracy, awareness is useful
mostly to the degree that it gets people
to vote. Let’s hope that in November our
sleepy electorate (Americans have some
of the worst election turnout rates in the
world) will wake up, and that well over
50% of the voters in Duboce Triangle
come out to vote.
See you at the polls. Be a voter.

The Duboce Triangle News is published at the beginning of February,
April, June, August, October and
December by the Duboce Triangle
Neighborhood Association (DTNA),
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation.
Copyright © 2018 Duboce Triangle
Neighborhood Association.
All
rights reserved. Unauthorized reproduction prohibited.
DTNA, 2261 Market St PMB 301,
SF, CA 94114
(415) 295-1530
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In June of 2013, after a long
and complex process involving neighborhood meetings,
surveys and outreach, as well
as hearings before the Historic
Preservation
Commission,
the Planning Commission,
and the Board of Supervisors,
Mayor Ed Lee signed legislation designating the Duboce
Park Landmark District as a
historic resource. The legislation recognized the three-block
residential enclave immediately adjacent to Duboce Park,
bounded by Scott Street and
Waller Street, and encompassing Carmelita Street, Pierce
Street, and Potomac Street, as
having an integrity of location,
design, setting, feeling, materials, and workmanship that embody distinctive characteristics
of Victorian and Edwardian architecture. After hearing from
residents and neighbors of the

district, DTNA supported this
designation, as it added protections to neighborhood character, while also providing flexibility and benefits to property
owners. Thus far, this seems to
have turned out to be the case.
But why only that little part
of our neighborhood, you ask?
Many others have been asking
that same question recently,
especially in light of recent legislation proposed at the California state level that would
reduce barriers to residential
redevelopment on parcels close
to existing transit lines, a designation that encompasses our
entire neighborhood. DTNA
has historically been supportive of dense development along
Market Street, and over the
past ten years has supported
projects at Duboce Avenue and
Market Street, Church Street

and Market Street,
Sanchez
Street
and Market Street,
and Castro Street
and Market Street
that have added
nearly 5,000 new
residents to our
neighborhood,
and promise to
add
thousands
more. In order
to preserve the
leafy, historic, and
eclectic character
of the rest of the
Triangle, however,
we have generally been skepti- The Duboce Park Historic District is limited
cal of large and to three blocks immediately adjacent to
dense development
Duboce Park.
away from Market
Street. One way to
enshrine that character into law and structures in the Triangle
would be to add to the Duboce East of Noe Streets as well.
Park Landmark District, by
creating a Duboce Triangle Now that San Francisco is
more than recovered from the
Landmark District.
recession and the City budget
Why wasn’t this done origi- is stable, our newly-elected sunally? At the time of initial pervisor Rafael Mandelman
discussions around 2010 there has an opportunity to begin the
were both practical and funding process again. We can count on
concerns. A practical concern the support of Planning Comwas that the Market and Octa- missioner and Beaver Street
via Neighborhood Plan, which resident Dennis Richards, who
encompasses buildings along was DTNA President when the
Market Street from Octavia Duboce Park Landmark DisStreet to Castro Street, had trict was approved.
only recently been approved,
and its impacts were not yet Would you like to weigh in
clear. The funding concern on the possibility of making
was that historic surveys cost Duboce Triangle a historic dismoney, we were in the midst trict? Come to our next Land
of a budgetary crisis caused by Use Committee meeting on
the 2008 recession, and there Monday August 6 from 7-8:30
wasn’t enough room in the bud- p.m. in the Chase Bank at Sanget of newly-elected Supervisor chez Street and Market Street
Scott Wiener to survey the en- – all DTNA members are weltire district. In the end, only the come. Can’t make that meetparts of our neighborhood West ing? We meet the first Monday
of Noe Street were surveyed, of every month. More informadespite the fact that there are tion to come in future issues –
numerous lovely historic streets stay tuned.
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June DTNA General Meeting Focuses on Community Public Safety Concerns
Community members came
together at the June General
meeting to hear about public safety issues, and to have
a discussion about the current neighborhood retail environment. DTNA President
Kimyn Braithwaite opened the
meeting by thanking CPMC
for hosting our community
meetings, and by reminding
everyone who is not yet a member, to join DTNA.
Public Safety I – Beat Cops.
San Francisco Walking Patrol Officer Keith Lipp, one of
two regular beat cops in our
neighborhood, stopped by to
give neighbors a sense of how
our neighborhood is protected
by SFPD, and to address some
of the things neighbors can do
to help protect themselves and
their neighborhood. Many of
the calls the beat cops field are
devoted to quality of life and
homeless concerns, and Officer Lipp described that as the
primary issue handled by officers from Park Station, which
serves most of the Buboce Triangle neighborhood. Officer
Lipp explained that Park Station’s Captain Bailey is working with the District Attorney
on stay-away orders to address
the problem of those people
who are creating frequent public nuisances.
In response to a question about
how to address the problem of
encampments in front of their
properties, Officer Lipp passed
out the “Request for Enforcement of Municipal Police Code
Section 25” notices that neighbors can post on their properties. With such a sign posted,
if someone is seen loitering on
a stoop or garage, the police
can cite them without talking
to the owner. While neighbors

expressed many concerns about
drug use, people sleeping in
doorways and behaving badly
on their properties, Officer
Lipp concluded by reminding everyone that some of the
people who are on the street
are wonderful and just down
on their luck. He reminded
neighbors to call the police
non-emergency number or 911
if a crime is progress, and not
to confront people who might
be dangerous. And he again reminded everyone – if you park
on the street, leave your car
empty and don’t leave anything
visible that could tempt a thief.
Public Safety II – Stop Crime
SF. Nancy Tung, a former San
Francisco prosecutor and current Alameda County prosecutor, is also a Board member of
a grass roots, non-partisan organization called Stop Crime
SF (SCSF). DTNA became a
partner member of this organization in 2017.

the San Francisco Police Department to be more forthcoming. A post about crime statistics in the Duboce Triangle can
be found on the SCSF website:
https://bit.ly/2LAdrmO
Vertitas Update. Justine Shoemaker of Veritas Investments
gave an update on progress of
filling the vacant retail spaces
in the area of Church Street and
Market Street. Shoemaker explained that while Veritas’s focus is on multifamily residential
buildings, she acknowledge that
the buildings have retails spaces
which need to be filled. Of the
19 retail spaces Veritas owns,
12 are leased; a 37% vacancy
rate, not good by any standard.
However, Shoemaker described
plans for new businesses including a pizza shop, a specialty fitness store and a pop-up new art

gallery planned for the former
Church Street Flowers space.
Skeptical neighbors questioned
why long-term businesses have
been forced out, but Shoemaker
insisted it was never the company’s intent to displace tenants,
and emphasized that as a landlord they do not want vacancies
but the income stability and
amenities for their renters that
tenanted retail space offers.
Cannabis Retail. Neighbors
then had a discussion about
planned cannabis dispensaries
hoping to open in the neighborhood, and shared views about
the proposals. More information can be found in the article
dedicated to that issue elsewhere in the DTNA News. We
adjourned in concord shortly
after 9 p.m.

Ms. Tung explained that the
group formed to leverage strategies to prevent crime from
happening, and to hold police
and the justice system accountable when it does happen. They
see their role as making sure
the SFPD and the DA are is
aware of what is important to
the community. Ms. Tung described SCSF’s Court Watch
program in which volunteers
sit in on court cases to let the
judge and the DA know they
are there, and that the community is expecting justice to
be done.
Ms. Tung responded to questions from the audience about
often unclear and sometimes
unconvincing statistics presented by the SFPD. She offered her services to help get

Courtesy of the Castro / Upper Market Community Benefit District
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Join your neighborhood association now!
Show your pride in our Triangle
■ Support historic preservation on your street
■ Support our wonderful Duboce Park
■

Encourage your neighbors to volunteer
■ Supports the costs of your newsletter
■ Maintain our neighborhood character and quality of life
■

Join online using your credit/debit card! Visit
www.dtna.org/join.html and become a member today.

✂

✓ Yes! I want to join DTNA.

I want to get involved/volunteer, too!
Please contact me. I'm interested in:
☐ Land use/development
☐ Newsletter
☐ Transportation issues
☐ Social events
☐ Other __________________________________

Name:
Address:
Email:
Phone:
Comments:

Mail to:
Treasurer
Duboce Triangle Neighborhood Association
3673 16th St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
Annual Membership dues:
 Regular .............................. $ 35
 Patron ................................ $ 75
 Angel .............................. $ 100
 Superstar ....................... $ 250
 Business .......................... $ 50

